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Introduction

RP for me and my friend, but anyone can join
Chapter 1

How to join:
Copy this:
Character’s name:
Age:
Gender:
Look:
Personality:
Tribe:
Occupation:
Powers:
Mother:
Father:
Crush:
Husband/Wife:
Dragonets:

Then paste it and fill it out in comments
Chapter 2

Kingdom of Sand:
Queen: Queen Dervish, dusty brown with pale yellow stripes
Heirs:
Princes: Prince Dune, Like Dune I but without the scars, Prince Drought, Prince Heatwave
Advisers:
Animuses/Animi?:
Messengers:
Soldiers:
Guards:
Traders:
Venders: (King) Tangle, has green splotches painted on but is light brown
Other: Scorpion (Assassin), Golden SandWing but has the fangs of a RainWing and has swirls of green on her barb | (King) Tangle, has green splotches painted on but is light brown
Dragonets:
Jade Mountain Students: Scorpion, Golden SandWing but has the fangs of a RainWing and has swirls of green on her barb, Prince Dune, Like Dune I but without the scars

Kingdom of the Sea:
Queen: Queen Auklet, Dark sea-green female SeaWing
Heirs: Aquamarine, a minty baby blue female SeaWing with aquamarine eyes
Princes: Prince Drizzle, Green blue with light yellow green underbelly, yellow eyes, Prince Seel, Same as Drizzle but with yellow green flecks across his wings, same eye color as Drizzle (Secret Animus)
Advisers: Aquamarine, a minty baby blue female SeaWing with aquamarine eyes, Kelp, Dark green male SeaWing
Animuses/Animi?: Aquamarine, a minty baby blue female SeaWing with aquamarine eyes, Kelp, Dark green male SeaWing
Messengers:
Soldiers:
Guards:
Traders:
Venders:
Other:
Dragonets:
Jade Mountain Students: Aquamarine, Minty baby blue female SeaWing with aquamarine eyes

Kingdom of Rain (and Night):
Queen:
Heirs:
Princes:
Advisers:
Animuses/Animi?: SoulStealer, Dark blue male NightWing with a black underbelly, unusually bright purple eyes
Messengers:
Soldiers:
Guards:
Traders:
Venders:
Other:
Dragonets:
Jade Mountain Students: SoulStealer, Dark blue non-binary NightWing with a black underbelly, unusually bright purple eyes, Cactus, Green male RainWing that can't change colors and has SandWing sails, StarGazer, Dark blue gray female NightWing with a light blue underbelly, light purple eyes

Kingdom of Ice:
Queen: Queen Snowstorm, Light blue female dragon with white speckled spots, dark blue eyes
Heirs: Princess Snow Owl, Light purple female dragonet with dark blue speckled spots and a white underbelly, blue eyes
Princes:
Advisers:
Animuses/Animi?:
Messengers:
Soldiers:
Guards: (King) Blizzard, Dark purple male dragon with a white underbelly, icy blue eyes
Traders:
Venders:
Other:
Dragonets:
Jade Mountain Students: Frosmoth, light yellow (almost looks like white) with splotches of blue on their wings, gray blue eyes

Kingdom of the Sky:
Queen:
Heirs:
Princes:
Advisers:
Messengers:
Soldiers:
Guards:
Traders:
Venders:
Other:
Dragonets:
Jade Mountain Students: Cardinal, Reddish orange female dragon with splotches of yellow, light orange eyes

Kingdom of Mud:
Queen:
Heirs:
Princes:
Advisers:
Animuses/Animi?:
Messengers: Puddle, Mud-brown male dragon with highlights of gold
Soldiers:
Guards:
Traders:
Venders:
Other:
Dragonets:
Jade Mountain Students: Puddle, Mud-brown male dragon with highlights of gold, Flamingo, Muddy red female dragon that’s almost pink
Chapter 3

This is a few years after the DoDs have died

Current prophecy: none
Chapter 4

Things happening:
- Cardinal was accused of murder so she ran away. SoulStealer has teleported her back (on accident)
Chapter 5

Who plays who

Aquamarine:
Sand: Prince Dune
Sea: Aquamarine, Kelp, Queen Auklet
Rain:
Night:
Ice:
Sky:
Mud: Puddle, Flamingo
Leaf:
Hive:
Silk:
Hybrids: Scorpion, Cactus

Friendo:
Sand: Queen Dervish, ( King ) Tangle
Sea: Prince Drizzle, Prince Seel
Rain:
Night: SoulStealer, StarGazer
Ice: Queen Snowstorm, Blizzard, Princess Snow Owl
Sky: Cardinal
Mud:
Leaf: Foxglove, Sarracenia, Snakerooot
Hive:
Silk:
Hybrids: Frosmoth, Cranberry, Mosaic ( Tribrid ), Firestorm/Fire ( Tribrid )

Claws:
Sand:
Sea: Agua
Rain:
Night:
Ice:
Sky:
Mud:
Leaf:
Hive:
Silk:
Hybrids:

Static:
Sand:
Sea:
Rain:
Night:
Ice:
Sky:
Mud:
Leaf:
Hive:
Silk:
Hybrids:

Fuji:
Sand:
Sea:
Rain:
Night:
Ice:
Sky:
Mud:
Leaf:
Hive:
Silk:
Hybrids:

LunaWolf148:
Chapter 6

Jade Mountain Academy:

Teachers:

Jade Winglet:
Sand: Scorpion
Sea: Aquamarine
Rain: Cactus
Night: SoulStealer
Ice: Frosmoth
Sky: Cardinal (Missing or dead)
Mud: Puddle

Gold Winglet:
Sand: Dune
Sea:
Rain:
Night: StarGazer
Ice:
Sky:
Mud: Flamingo

Silver Winglet:
Sand:
Sea:
Rain:
Night:
Ice:
Sky:
Mud:
Copper Winglet:
Sand:
Sea:
Rain:
Night:
Ice:
Sky:
Mud:

Quartz Winglet:
Sand:
Sea:
Rain:
Night:
Ice:
Sky:
Mud:
Chapter 7

Dragons in freedom or from Pantala (chapter made by friendo)

Town Mayor:
Guards:
Traders:
Venders:
Other: Cranberry, female rain/ice hybrid, navy blue that fades into light blue then into white with purple speckles across her light pink wings, icewing spikes are light blue and white, beautiful (according to Sarracenia) cyan eyes, she's smaller than the average rainwing for an unknown reason, owns the only ice cream shop in town | Sarracenia, A mix of her parents colors, light green and brown eyes, owns a flower shop

Dragonets:

Jade Mountain Students:

Leafwing Queen & Silkwing Queen:
Leaf and Silk Heirs:
Leaf and Silk Princes:
Leaf and Silk Advisers:
Leaf and Silk Messengers:
Leaf and Silk Soldiers:
Leaf and Silk Guards:
Leaf and Silk Traders:
Leaf and Silk Venders:
Leaf and Silk Other: Sarracenia (Leafwing), A mix of her parents colors, light green and brown eyes | Foxglove (Leafwing), take a maple leaf during fall/autumn, put brown eyes on it and throw green flecks on it, mother of Sarracenia & Adoptive mother of Tangle, Teacher at Freedom Academy | Snakeroot (Leafwing), father of Sarracenia & Adoptive father of Tangle dark brown with dark green spots, light green eyes

Leaf and Silk Dragonets: Firestorm/Fire (Sand/Silk/Sky), Female dragonet, Mostly red, light orange and yellow although her wings are blue, covered in fire, maroon eyes | Mosaic (Sand/Silk/Sky), They/Them dragonet, light yellow, light green, light blue and light orange, sparkles in a nice way, eyes are dark blue, almost black
Freedom Academy Students: Firestorm/Fire (Sand/Silk/Sky), Female dragonet, Mostly red, light orange and yellow although her wings are blue, covered in fire, maroon eyes | Mosaic (Sand/Silk/Sky), They/Them dragonet, light yellow, light green, light blue and light orange, sparkles in a nice way, eyes are dark blue, almost black

Hivewing Queen:
Heirs:
Princes:
Advisers:
Messengers:
Soldiers:
Guards:
Traders:
Venders:
Other:
Dragonets:
Freedom Academy Students:
Chapter 8

Freedom Academy:

Teachers: Foxglove, take a maple leaf during fall/autumn, put brown eyes on it and throw green flecks on it, teaches about what things are edible and what aren't if you get stuck in a rainforest/jungle/forest

Birch Treehouse:
Hivewing:
Leafwing:
Silkwings:

Oak Treehouse:
Hivewing:
Leafwing:
Silkwings Mosaic (Sand/Silk/Sky). They/Them dragonet, light yellow, light green, light blue and light orange, sparkles in a nice way, eyes are dark blue, almost black

Spruce Treehouse:
Hivewing:
Leafwing:
Silkwings Firestorm/Fire (Sand/Silk/Sky), Female dragonet, Mostly red, light orange and yellow although her wings are blue, covered in fire, maroon eyes

Redwood Treehouse:
Hivewing:
Leafwing:
Silkwings:

Conifer Treehouse: